The Role of GABA\textsubscript{A} Receptor \(\delta\) Subunit and its Agonist THIP in Thermal Hypersensitivity in a Mouse Model of Neuropathic Pain
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Abstract

Decreased gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-mediated phasic inhibitory transmission in the spinal cord is thought to be responsible for the development of neuropathic pain. However, the role of GABAergic tonic current in substantia gelatinosa (SG) neurons remains to be fully elucidated. Using real-time polymerase chain reaction, we investigated the expression of the GABA\textsubscript{A} receptor \(\delta\) subunit, which contributes to tonic current in the SG, in chronic constriction injury (CCI; a well-known model of neuropathic pain) and naive mice. The expression of the \(\delta\) subunit mRNA was reduced by 40% in the ipsilateral SG of the dorsal horn of CCI mice compared to naive mice. We also performed behavioral experiments to assess the effect of the \(\delta\) subunit-prefering agonist 4,5,6,7-tetrahydroisoxazolo(5,4-c)pyridine-3-ol (THIP) on thermal hypersensitivity with the Hargreaves test. Intrathecal administration of THIP significantly improved thermal thresholds of the ipsilateral hindpaw (4.56 ± 0.78 to 6.56 ± 1.09 s from baseline to after injection, respectively, \(P < 0.005\)), while normal saline did not (4.41 ± 0.86 to 4.46 ± 1.1 s, \(P > 0.1\)). GABA\textsubscript{A} receptor \(\delta\) subunit-mediated tonic current contributes to thermal hypersensitivity of CCI mice, and THIP may represent a therapeutic tool to improve thermal hypersensitivity.
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Introduction

Neuropathic pain is defined as “pain arising as a direct consequence of a lesion or disease affecting the somatosensory system” [1]. The mechanisms of neuropathic pain have been investigated but remain largely unclear. Gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-mediated inhibitory transmission has antinociceptive and sedative effects in the central nervous system (CNS) and peripheral neurons [2,3]. Dysfunctional signaling in the spinal pain processing sites due to reduced GABAergic inhibition is one mechanism underlying chronic pain development [3]. There are two types of inhibitory transmission via GABA\textsubscript{A} receptors (GABA\textsubscript{A}Rs): Tonic and phasic. Phasic (synaptic) inhibition is mediated by activation of postsynaptic receptors by saturating concentrations of vesicular GABA [4].

Conversely, tonic inhibition results from activation of extrasynaptic GABA\textsubscript{A}Rs by low concentrations of ambient GABA [5-7]. In the spinal cord, GABA\textsubscript{A}R-mediated phasic currents of dorsal neurons have been shown to be decreased after sciatric nerve chronic constriction injury (CCI) in rats [8]. Electrophysiological experiments have revealed the presence of GABAergic tonic inhibitory currents mediated by GABA\textsubscript{A}Rs containing the \(\alpha5\), \(\delta\) and \(\epsilon\) subunits in a subset of substantia gelatinosa (SG) neurons [9-12]. However, the physiological role of GABAergic tonic current and its relationship to neuropathic pain in SG neurons remains largely unknown. In a previous study, we found that GABAergic tonic current-positive cells were reduced in SG neurons of the spinal dorsal horn in CCI mice [13]. CCI mice also showed less expression of \(\delta\) subunits in SG neurons. These results suggested that the decline of tonic currents mediated by \(\delta\) subunit-containing GABA\textsubscript{A}R (\(\delta\text{GABA}A\text{R}\)) in SG neurons is associated with thermal and/or mechanical hypersensitivities of CCI mice. 4,5,6,7-Tetrahydroisoxazolo(5,4-c)pyridin-3-ol (THIP) is a GABA\textsubscript{A}R agonist with preference for the \(\delta\) subunit. Bonin et al. reported that increasing \(\delta\text{GABA}A\text{R}\) activity using THIP dose-dependently inhibited acute thermal nocifensive behaviors in a formalin model of pain in mice [12]. However, the effect of THIP on neuropathic pain is unknown.

To clarify the role of \(\delta\) subunit-mediated GABAergic tonic current in neuropathic pain, we investigated the change of \(\delta\) subunit expression in CCI mice using real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR). We also assessed the effect of intrathecally administered THIP on induced neuropathic pain in CCI mice.

Materials and Methods

Animals

One hundred and fifteen specific pathogen-free strain ddY mice (Japan SLC, Shizuoka, Japan) were used. All animals were housed in groups of three in polycarbonate cages with paper chip bedding and access to food and water ad libitum in a temperature-controlled room with a 12:12 light-dark cycle. All animal procedures and study protocols were approved by the Institute of Experimental Animal Sciences Faculty of Medicine, Osaka University.
Surgical procedures

All surgeries were carried out under aseptic conditions. Sciatic nerve cuffing was induced using the polyethylene cuff method [14]. Male ddY mice (5 weeks old) were operated on to induce CCI under general anesthesia. After confirmed adequate anesthesia by 4% sevoflurane (Maruishi, Osaka, Japan) with O₂ (1 L/min), as this promotes quick recovery, the common branch of the right sciatic nerve was exposed. A 2 mm long split section of polyethylene tubing (inner diameter=0.38 mm, external diameter=1.09 mm; PE-20, Imamura Co, Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) was placed around the nerve to induce CCI (CCI group). After confirming that there was no bleeding, the wound was closed with sutures. Age-matched naive mice were used as a control group (naive group). After surgery, mice were single-housed in a cage until they completely recovered from anesthesia and started to drink water.

Behavioral tests with mechanical and thermal stimulations

To measure pain thresholds, we evaluated the mechanical paw withdrawal thresholds and the latency of thermal stimulation. Thermal hypersensitivity was assessed with a thermal stimulus apparatus, as described in detail by Hargreaves and colleagues [15]. Briefly, mice were placed in clear Plexiglas cages on a glass surface. An infrared beam of the radiant heat source was applied to the plantar surface of each hindpaw. The cut-off point to prevent damage to the skin was set at 20 s. Three measurements of latency per side were recorded at 1-min intervals and averaged.

The mechanical threshold for hindpaw withdrawal was determined using an automated electronic von Frey system (37450 Dynamic Plantar Aesthesiometer; Ugo Basile, Comerio, Italy). Mice were placed in plastic cages with a wire mesh floor and were allowed to habituate for 15 min before testing. A filament (0.5-mm diameter) was then applied to the plantar surface of each hindpaw. The applied force was initially below the detection threshold, as it was increased from 0 to 10 g at a rate of 0.5 g/s. The applied force necessary to elicit a reflex removal of the hindpaw was determined through this method, according to the three measurements obtained at 1 min intervals.

Real-time PCR

To observe the change of the δ subunit mRNA expression in the SG, we performed real-time PCR experiments at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days after surgery. Total RNA extraction from SG tissues of CCI (n=6 for each period) and naive mice (n=6 for each period) was performed using the RNeasy Rapid Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Tokyo, Japan) according to the manufacturer's instructions. To collect SG tissue, we dissected the entire spinal column of mice and trimmed the L4 input, including the entire spinal column of mice and trimmed the L4 input, including the intervertebral spaces (usually in the middle of spinous processes). We tilted the syringe forward 30°, then pushed the syringe slowly and injected the drug. A characteristic tail flick indicates penetration of the needle in the intrathecal space and ensures success for the delivery of the drug. CCI mice in the THIP group (n=15) were injected with THIP (0.7 µg in 5 µL) and CCI mice in the control group (n=12) were injected with the same volume of normal saline (NS). The experimenters and data analyst were blinded to the pharmacological intervention. In addition, to examine the duration of action of THIP, we evaluated the post thresholds 15, 30, 60, and 120 min after intrathecal THIP injection.

Statistics

All statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS V24 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY). Numerical data of the threshold changes of CCI and naive mice are expressed as the mean ± SEM. Statistical differences were tested using paired Student’s t-test for two-group comparisons. Paw laterality (CCI left, right, or naive) and the time-course were treated as within-subjects factors with repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). Significant differences were assessed using Bonferroni post-hoc comparison.

Results

Threshold of thermal and mechanical stimulation of CCI mice

Unilateral cuff implantation induced both thermal and mechanical hypersensitivities in CCI mice. The threshold for thermal stimulation was significantly decreased in the right hindpaws of CCI mice (n=6) compared to the left hindpaws of CCI mice and the hindpaws of naive mice (n=6) and reached its minimum at day 14 (3.29 ± 0.44 s) after surgery (paw laterality × time interaction, F12.90=5.11, P<0.001, Bonferroni: P<0.01, n=6). This thermal hypersensitivity gradually returned and at 21 days after surgery, the significance of the threshold disappeared (Figure 1A), as reported previously by Benbouzid et al. (2008). The sensitivity to mechanical stimulation in the right hindpaws of the CCI group was decreased compared to the left hindpaws and naive mice (paw laterality × time interaction: F12.90=1.98, P<0.05, Bonferroni: P<0.01). Mechanical hypersensitivities remained 21 days after surgery (Figure 1B).
Change in the expression of δ subunit mRNA in the SG of CCI mice

Using real-time PCR, we observed the expression changes of the δ subunit mRNA in the SG at 7, 14, 21, and 28 days after surgery. The expression of the δ subunit in the SG of CCI mice was significantly reduced (20%) at 7 days after surgery compared to the expression in the SG of naive mice. At 14 days after surgery, CCI mice also showed 40% less expression than naive mice. However, 21 days after surgery, this significant difference disappeared. At 28 days after surgery, mRNA expression of the δ subunit recovered to a level comparable to that of naive mice (Figure 2).

Figure 1: Thresholds of thermal and mechanical stimulation of naive and chronic constriction injury (CCI) mice; (A) The threshold for thermal stimulation, evaluated with the Hargreaves method, was significantly decreased in the right hindpaws of CCI mice and reached its minimum 14 days after surgery. This thermal hypersensitivity gradually returned after day 21. (B) The threshold for mechanical stimulation, evaluated using the electronic von Frey system, was significantly decreased in the right hindpaws of CCI mice compared to the hindpaws of naive mice. This mechanical hypersensitivity remained over 21 days of observation (n=6 for each group). Data are expressed as the mean ± standard error of the mean.

Figure 2: Changes in the expression of δ subunit mRNA in the substantia gelatinosa region of chronic constriction injury (CCI) mice. Seven days and 14 days after surgery, CCI mice showed a significant reduction of the expression of the δ subunit compared to naive mice (P<0.05, paired t-test).

CCI mice showed both thermal and mechanical hypersensitivities 7 days after surgery. The mechanical hypersensitivity continued until 28 days after surgery, but thermal hypersensitivity remained for only 14 days after surgery (Figure 1). This change of thermal thresholds was similar to the time-passage change of mRNA expression of the δ subunit.

Effect of THIP on thermal hypersensitivity in CCI mice

Since the transition of δ subunit mRNA expression was similar to the change of the threshold of thermal stimulation, we next examined the effect of THIP on thermal hypersensitivity in CCI mice.

Intrathecal administration of THIP significantly improved thermal hypersensitivity of the ipsilateral hindpaw 15 min after injection (4.55 ± 0.78 to 6.56 ± 1.09 s; pre to post, P<0.005, n=15, paired t-test) (Figure 3A). NS did not have an effect on the thermal thresholds of the ipsilateral hindpaw (4.41 ± 0.86 to 4.46 ± 1.1 s; pre to post, P>0.1, n=12) (Figure 3A).

The thermal threshold of the contralateral hindpaw was not changed by either THIP (7.86 ± 0.89 to 7.14 ± 0.86 s; P>0.05, n=15) or NS (7.66 ± 0.95 to 7.11 ± 1.12 s; P>0.05, n=12) (Figure 3B).

Figure 4 shows the time course of post thresholds after injection. The contralateral thresholds did not change significantly compared to the pre thresholds. On the other hand, ipsilateral thresholds 15, 30, 60 min after injection were significantly improved (pre to 15 min after injection: 4.19 ± 0.63 to 5.72 ± 0.57 s, 30 min after injection: 5.39 ± 0.64, 60 min after injection: 5.19 ± 0.68 s), but 120 min after the injection the effect of THIP disappeared.
Figure 3: Effects of 4,5,6,7-tetrahydroisoxazolo(5,4-c)pyridine-3-ol (THIP) on thermal thresholds in chronic constriction injury (CCI) mice; (A) Intrathecal administration of THIP significantly improved thermal thresholds of CCI mice in the ipsilateral hindpaw (4.55 ± 0.78 to 6.56 ± 1.09 s: pre to post, P<0.005, n=15, paired t-test). Normal saline did not affect thermal thresholds (4.41 ± 0.86 to 4.46 ± 1.1 s: pre to post, P>0.1, n=12), (B) Neither THIP nor NS had an effect on the post administration thresholds in the contralateral hindpaw of CCI mice.

Figure 4: Duration of the effect of 4,5,6,7-tetrahydroisoxazolo(5,4-c)pyridine-3-ol (THIP). Intrathecal injection of THIP improved the thermal hypersensitivity of chronic constriction injury (CCI) mice and the significant change of latency disappeared 120 min after injection (pre to 15 min after injection: 4.19 ± 0.63 to 5.72 ± 0.57, 30 min after injection: 5.39 ± 0.64, 60 min after injection: 5.19 ± 0.68, 120 min after injection: 4.67 ± 0.76).

Discussion

In this study, we revealed that the period at which CCI mice showed thermal hypersensitivity coincided with a reduced expression of GABA$_A$R $\delta$ subunit mRNA. Intrathecal administration of THIP attenuated the thermal hypersensitivity of CCI mice. Relationship between reduced $\delta$ subunit mRNA expression and CCI-induced neuropathic pain.

$\delta$GABA$_A$R is one of the receptors that mediate tonic inhibitory current. This tonic current is thought to be essential to alcohol sensitivity, the sedative effect of neurosteroids, and the mechanism underlying epilepsy [17-19]. In a previous electrophysiological study, we revealed that the number of tonic current-positive SG neurons is reduced. Moreover, CCI mice show a reduction of $\delta$ subunit expression in SG neurons 2 weeks after injury on real-time PCR and western blot experiments [13]. These data suggested that the $\delta$GABA$_A$R-mediated tonic current plays an important role in CCI-induced neuropathic pain. CCI mice show both thermal and mechanical hypersensitivities, but the time course is different. Therefore, it is unclear whether $\delta$GABA$_A$R-mediated tonic current contributes to CCI-induced thermal and/or mechanical hypersensitivity.

In the present study, we attempted to elucidate the impact of $\delta$GABA$_A$R-mediated tonic current on CCI-induced neuropathic pain. Real-time PCR showed that the expression of $\delta$ subunit mRNA in CCI mice was significantly reduced at 7 to 21 days after surgery, but it returned to baseline at 28 days. Interestingly, the time-course of the change of mRNA expression was similar to the change of the threshold of thermal stimulation. However, mechanical hypersensitivity continued for longer than the period of the reduction of $\delta$ subunit expression. This suggested that $\delta$ subunit-mediated tonic current participates in thermal hypersensitivity, but not mechanical hypersensitivity, in CCI mice. Traumatic brain injury has been found to induce a reduction of THIP-induced tonic current in dentate granule cells [20,21].

Changes in functional GABA$_A$R signaling have been reported to reflect rearrangements in GABA$_A$R subunit composition in the CNS [22-25]. Taken together, our results indicate that CCI can induce the same rearrangement in GABA$_A$R subunit composition and lead to disruption of GABAergic inhibitory circuits in the spinal cord.

THIP is a GABA$_A$R agonist with preference for the $\delta$ subunit

Past electrophysiological experiments have revealed that low-concentration THIP increases $\delta$GABA$_A$R tonic current in dentate
granule cells [26,27] and vagal motor neurons [28]. SG neurons of the spinal cord play an important role in the transmission of pain sensation [29]. The δ subunit contributes to GABAergic tonic currents in SG neurons of the spinal cord [9,12]. Han et al. found that the stress-related neurosteroid 3α,5α-tetrahydrodeoxycorticosterone (THDOC), another δGABA_{A}R powerful endogenous positive allosteric modulator, enhanced tonic currents in SG neurons of the spinal trigeminal nucleus pars caudalis [10]. These results indicated that intrathecal administration of THIP attenuates CCI-induced hypersensitivity through potentiating δGABA_{A}R mediated tonic current of SG neurons. Bonin et al. revealed that intrathecal administration of THIP increased the mean latency of hot plate response in wild-type mice [12]. They also showed that intrathecal administration of THIP improved formalin-induced phase I response, but not phase II response. Those data demonstrated the analgesic effect of THIP on acute nociception. Our data suggest the possibility that THIP can improve not only acute pain but also CCI-induced neuropathic pain.

How THIP might affect CCI-induced hypersensitivity

In a previous study, we revealed that the number of tonic current positive SG neurons was reduced in CCI mice. The expression of the δ subunit mRNA and protein in the SG region of CCI mice was also reduced. In the current study, we used real-time PCR to reveal the time-dependent change of the expression of δ subunit mRNA in the SG region. Our data suggest that intrathecal administration of THIP potentiated the tonic current, which was reduced after CCI in the SG, and attenuated the thermal hypersensitivities. The expression of the δ subunit in the dorsal horn is not high, but δGABA_{A}Rs contribute to tonic current in SG neurons [30]. Tonic current results from persistent activation of high affinity extrasynaptic GABA_{A}Rs; thus, the agonist can cause a greater increase in the absolute charge transfer associated with the tonic current compared with the phasic current. Findings that nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs have no effect on CCI-induced neuropathic pain indicated that the mechanism of CCI-induced neuropathic pain is not related to inflammatory pain, which supports our theory [14].

Other possible effects of THIP on CCI-induced hypersensitivity

Low-dose THIP (at the nM order) has been proposed as a selective ligand for extrasynaptic GABA_{A}Rs, especially δGABA_{A}R and α6δGABA_{A}R [31]. On the other hand, relatively high doses of THIP (at the µM order) can potentiate other GABA_{A}Rs, such as αδGABA_{A}R [32]. The αδGABA_{A}Rs are expressed in the superficial dorsal horn where they contribute to tonic current in a subset of SG neurons [9,33-35]. Thus, there is a possibility that the effect of THIP on CCI-induced thermal hypersensitivity occurred through αδGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic current. Indeed, Bonin et al. proved that THIP attenuated formalin-induced phase II response in δGABA_{A}R knock-out mice at a dose similar to that used in our experiment [12]. Recently, Perez-Sanchez et al. showed that αδGABA_{A}R knock-out mice showed no difference of acute nociception compared to WT but the hypersensitivity after complete Freund’s adjuvant injection was longer lasting and the mice exhibited increased late phase sensitization to formalin [35].

In addition, Bravo-Hernandez et al. reported an increase in αδGABA_{A}R expression several days after formalin injection [36]. Taken together, the effect of THIP on phase II responses of δGABA_{A}R knock-out mice may occur through the enhancement of αδGABA_{A}R.

On the other hand, our previous experiment revealed no significant difference in the expression of mRNA of αδGABA_{A}R between naive mice and CCI mice at 2 weeks after injury. This might be due to the differences in the pain model (CCI versus formalin test), species (mouse versus rat), and time (2 weeks versus 3-6 days). Taken together, these results suggest the effect of THIP on induced thermal hyperalgesia in CCI mice occurred via enhancement of attenuated δGABA_{A}R. We administrated THIP intrathecally. Therefore, there is a possibility that THIP altered upper transmission above the spinal cord, showing a sedative or anesthetic effect on the brain that could explain pain relief in CCI mice. Using the Rotarod treadmill test, Bonin et al. showed that low-dose THIP (0.35 µM) has no effect on motor coordination [12]. Furthermore, THIP showed no effect on the contralateral thresholds of CCI mice. If THIP affected the brain, showing an antinociceptive effect, the normal threshold could be changed. Note that it remains possible that THIP-induced attenuation may have occurred from the sedative effect on spontaneous motor function, which modified the response latency in the thermal nociception.

The role of δ GABA_{A}R-mediated tonic current in neuropathic pain

In naive rats, potentiation of δGABA_{A}R by intrathecal administration of low-dose THIP (1 µg) did not affect hot plate latency at 10-60 min after injection [37]. On the other hand, our data suggest that THIP attenuated CCI-induced thermal hypersensitivity. Thus, spinal disinhibition through the attenuation of δGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic current may participate in the thermal hypersensitivity of CCI mice. Bonin et al. reported that δGABA_{A}R knock-out mice showed similar latency value for the hot-plate test response under control conditions [12]. They also reported no difference in formalin-induced phase I response between δGABA_{A}R knock-out mice and WT mice, despite an increased phase II response [12]. Those data imply that δGABA_{A}R plays a role in restraining central sensitization. In this study, we focused on the δ subunit of the GABA_{A} receptor, which contributes to the tonic current of SG neurons. Our data suggest that reduced δGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic current in the SG is a complex mechanism of neuropathic pain. SG neurons are heterogeneous and the characteristics of cells expressing the δ subunit remain to be determined. The presence of tonic inhibition in SG is related to the expression of GABA_{A} receptors containing δ and α subunits [9,12,35].

Recently, αδGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic inhibition in the spinal cord dorsal horn has been reported to play an important role in chronic inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain [35,36]. On the other hand, our data suggest that δGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic inhibition in SG plays a role in the mechanism of CCI-induced neuropathic pain, especially thermal hyperalgesia. Further studies to define cell-specific expression of δGABA_{A}R will more conclusively demonstrate the role of this receptor in nociceptive processing. In summary, our results suggest that δGABA_{A}R-mediated tonic inhibition in SG neurons plays a role in the mechanism underlying CCI-induced neuropathic pain, especially thermal hyperalgesia. δGABA_{A}R can be a possible therapeutic tool to improve thermal hypersensitivity.
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